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What is a Home Rule Petition?
Towns and cities use home rule petitions to obtain special legislation from the state to enact laws
that would otherwise be beyond their authority. The home rule petition proposed in the November
Special Town Meeting seeks special legislation from the state to implement the Clean Heat bylaw
originally proposed for the Annual Town Meeting.

Why do we need a Home Rule Petition?
The Clean Heat bylaw that would have been proposed at Annual Town Meeting (but was
delayed because of the Covid 19 pandemic) was modeled on a bylaw enacted by Brookline’s
Town Meeting last year. Our bylaw would have prohibited fossil fuel infrastructure in new construction and “gut rehabilitations.” The bylaw provided several key exemptions and a procedure
that would allow for waivers where the facts and science justified it. It would have come into
effect in July 2022.

In July 2020, the Attorney General, while agreeing with the policy of the Brookline by-law, held
that as a legal matter the bylaw conflicted with three state laws: the Building Code, the Gas
Code, and chapter 164: Manufacture and Sale of Gas and Electricity. Thus, the Attorney General
felt forced to invalidate the Brookline bylaw as beyond the Town’s home rule powers.
Because Arlington’s proposed bylaw was essentially similar to Brookline’s, the Attorney General
would certainly have refused to approve our bylaw too. Under the Attorney General’s opinion,
Arlington must get the approval of the legislature in order to implement a Clean Heat bylaw like
Brookline’s. The established procedure for obtaining such special legislation affecting one town
is a home rule petition.

Does this affect the substance of the regulation?
If the legislature approves the Home Rule Petition, Arlington would implement a bylaw whose
content would remain essentially the same as the one that would have come before Annual
Town Meeting last spring. The process may change, but the substance remains the same.
Brookline’s Fall Town Meeting also has before it a proposal for a Home Rule Petition that calls
for the legislature to ratify its original bylaw, a position very close to ours. In addition, numerous
cities and towns are following what we do with great interest. Over the course of the next year,
the legislature is likely to see a number of similar Home Rule Petitions. If it grants those petitions, this may be the year for major progress toward these municipalities’ net zero objectives.
And in any event, this will be an exciting chance to work with our own delegation to educate lawmakers and lay the foundation for substantial movement toward building electrification in Massachusetts.

What is the process?
If Town Meeting passes the home rule petition, then an official letter is sent to our state senator
and representatives asking them to pass the proposed law. In the next legislative session they
will then work to get the law passed by the General Court.

Get involved and learn more:

Learn more at www.cleanheatforarlingtonma.org,
and contact us to volunteer
or ask questions.

